Dynamic numerical weather prediction models have been designed to deal with large-scale, highly predictable midlatitude atmospheric patterns. However, the capability of these models to simulate thermodynamically driven warm-season rainfall events, such as afternoon airmass thunderstorm formation in subtropical summers, is highly limited. Current methods of addressing this issue have included ensemble numerical weather prediction simulations, where an ensemble mean of multiple simulations with varied model physics is used as an improved prediction over any individual ensemble member. These approaches still yield only modest skill primarily due to inherent biases in each ensemble member. As such, the current research will utilize machine learning to combine logically ensemble members into a single prediction of warm-season rainfall. In particular, a support vector machine classification scheme that employs members of a 30 member ensemble as predictors and observed rainfall patterns as a predictand will be formulated on multiple warm-season rainfall days in an effort to develop an improved prognosis of warm-season rainfall that can be implemented in operational meteorology forecasts. The primary goal of the work is to obtain a statistically significant improvement of predictive skill over currently utilized ensemble member approaches.
Introduction
Warm-season (e.g. summer) precipitation in the southeastern United States (hereafter SEUS) is driven primarily by dynamic (e.g. synoptic-scale low and high pressure systems [1] ) and thermodynamic (e.g. convective, land surface characteristics [2] ) processes. While dynamic processes have some measure of predictability based on known meteorological characteristics and are well assessed by numerical weather prediction models [3] , thermodynamically driven processes are poorly represented in numerical weather prediction models and are often approximated through statistical algorithms known as parameterizations. Two such parameterizations the microphysics and cumulus parameterizations govern the development of precipitation droplets and convective cells, respectively; therefore, they are critical in precipitation simulations since warm-season rainfall in the SEUS forms predominantly from convective processes [4] . The availability of warm-season rainfall is a critical concern for water resource sustainability and planning during the growing season; however, a recent climate diagnosis of warm-season rainfall in the SEUS revealed highly noisy fields with very few discernible spatial or temporal patterns for predictive purposes [5] . If patterns are difficult to identify on a climate scale, short-term temporal shifts in precipitation (e.g. daily patterns) will be nearly impossible using currently developed methods, and forecast skill in predicting warm-season rainfall in the SEUS is appropriately small [6] .
With the advent and wide availability of high performance computing in recent years, the numerical weather prediction community has begun implementing an ensemble-based simulation approach to attempt to identify the nt ensemble modeling approaches have been completed through two possible mechanisms:
Perturbation of meteorological initial conditions by introducing stochastic noise into the numerical weather prediction model input dataset, perturbed model output that represents the error distribution of the model may be produced [7] Combinations of parameterizations by modifying the model parameterizations of different processes (e.g. cumulus processes, microphysics, and boundary layer processes), different model solutions may be obtained that represent the spread associated with the different possible ensemble parameterization schemes [8] Interestingly, despite the advancements in ensemble methodologies and member selection, the ensemble mean is the primarily utilized output from an ensemble when making forecast decisions. However, known systematic yet deterministic biases in all model parameterizations leave room for a better method of combining parameterization ensemble members to yield an improved forecast.
The recent introduction of machine learning techniques into the meteorological community has provided a new opportunity to improve forecast products and decision making. Recent work [9] has begun introducing machine learning into formulating deterministic ensemble forecasts of precipitation in mountainous regions (another challenging forecast domain); however, no application of machine learning to thermodynamically-driven ensemble forecast precipitation procedures has been done. Other recent studies [10] have shown improvements in model interpretation and skill via the use of support vector machines (hereafter SVM) [11] in the prediction of dynamically-driven tornado outbreaks. It is hypothesized that applying such machine learning methods on the SEUS warm-season rainfall forecast problem will yield improved forecast skill. As such, the goal of this work is the formulation of a SVM that combines parameterization ensemble members in an optimal way so as to improve numerical weather prediction forecast skill of warm-season thermodynamically-driven precipitation events.
Data and Methodology

Data and WRF Simulation Setup
In order to diagnose the ability of a SVM to quantify the deterministic biases of the physics parameterizations of a numerical weather prediction model, a series of test events and an ensemble configuration must first be developed. The Weather Research and Forecasting Model (Advanced Research WRF core) version 3.1 [12] was initialized with North American Mesoscale (NAM) [13] The NAM data include 12-km horizontal grid spacing and 60 vertical levels extending up to the upper stratosphere (2 hPa) and are provided at 6-hour intervals.
Each event was simulated beginning at 0000 UTC the previous day (roughly 6 PM local time) for 24 hours. The initial hour (forecast hour 00, or f00) of the simulation always received an undefined amount of precipitation since the model requires at least one forward integration time step to initiate convection. The WRF was configured to output data on a 12-km Lambert conformal grid centered at (32.939N, 86.854W) with 60 vertical levels reaching a model top at 50 hPa. The model was run using an adaptive time step and model output was returned for each hour of the forecast simulation. An example image of a model precipitation forecast is provided in Fig. 1 below. As an independent validation dataset, the multi-sensor precipitation estimator (MPE) dataset provides a 4-km nation-wide grid of hourly accumulated precipitation (upscaled to 12 km to match the WRF domain). The MPE dataset hybridizes radar estimates of rainfall with rain gauges to provide a continuous spatial field of precipitation for the entire United States. Fig. 1 shows an example of MPE data used to compare to model simulated precipitation fields. These data were not used in the initial WRF simulations and are treated as an independent dataset. The ensemble consisted of 30 different parameterization combinations that altered the cumulus, microphysics, and boundary layer parameterizations. The 30 members were all possible permutations of the parameterizations outlined in Table 1 below. Note that one of each type of parameterization (or turning the parameterization off) is required for each member. Column headers show a single letter that is used to identify each member (e.g. c1m1p1 signifies the member with cumulus parameterization 1, microphysics parameterization 1 and boundary layer parameterization 1). Table 1 . Individual parameterizations used in the creation of the 30 member ensemble. Each ensemble included one parameterization from each column. The letter in parenthesis next to the name signifies its placeholder for notation purposes. References for each parameterization are provided as well.
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SVM setup
The entire domain (5,340 gridpoints) of the first four events chronologically were used to train the SVM. Ensemble members that predicted rainfall of greater than 0.01 mm at any time in the 24 hour simulation at that gridpoint were assigned a value of 1; all other points were assigned a value of 0. Additionally, the verification MPE dataset was transformed to a set of 1s and 0s by a similar methodology (any timestep within the 24 hour period receiving rainfall greater than 0.01 mm was assigned a 1 for that gridpoint). This approach assumes nothing about temporal consistency of rainfall within the ensemble members; that is, this method does not consider the hour of observation of rainfall, just whether it occurred at any point during the day.
Once the predictor and predictand datasets were finalized, multiple SVM experiments with different kernel functions and cost function values were conducted to identify the best combination of kernel and cost that yielded the greatest Heidke skill score ( [20] hereafter HSS), a statistic that measures skill against a baseline forecast with knowledge of climatology. Bootstrap [20] 95% confidence intervals on those skill scores were used to select kernel/cost combinations that yielded the greatest forecast skill that could be retained for future experimentation (Fig. 2) . The initial experimentation included 52 possible kernel-cost function combinations (including the traditionally utilized RBF function), and interestingly, only polynomial kernels yielded median bootstrap HSS values that were greater than zero. However, even of these results, the impacts of non-skillful ensemble members led to all results intersecting the 0 HSS line and no optimal kernel-cost combination was able to be found. However, of the resulting HSS intervals, the most stable (smallest interval) results were from a polynomial kernel of degree 3 with a cost of 1 (combination 5 from Table 2 ). As such, this was selected initially as the optimal kernel for the SVM training. Table 2 . Kernel-cost combination numbers associated with It is well known that many of the WRF ensemble members are non-skillful and likely contributed to the small HSS values obtained from the initial cross-validation tests (e.g. Fig. 3 ). This wide range of HSS values likely contributed to the poor SVM performance during the initial cross-validation stage. To reduce the impact of this issue, a backward selection procedure that identified the best combination of ensemble members was conducted as a final training step of the SVM algorithm. Initially, members that were statistically significantly lower in HSS further backward selection. 
Results
The initial backward selection procedure resulted in reducing the original 30 member ensemble set to a subset of only 9 members (c0m0p1, c0m1p1, c0m2p1, c0m3p1, c0m3p2, c0m4p1, c1m0p2, c1m2p1, and c1m3p2 notation defined in Table 1 ). From this initial analysis, no consistent combination of parameterizations performed with highest skill, though boundary layer scheme 1 is present in 7 of the 9 high-skill ensemble members. As a result, an additional member-by-member backward selection procedure, validated by HSS on the initial four training he kernel function defined in the previous cross-validation analysis (polynomial kernel with a degree of 3, cost function of 1). As is evidenced by the stepwise results (Table 3) , the system maximizes HSS by removing only three parameterizations (c0m2p1, c1m2p1, and c0m3p1). Additional removal of parameterizations from the training set resulted in a loss of HSS, including an eventual zero HSS (SVM predicted entirely 1s).
To finalize SVM performance against the ensemble members, the fifth testing case was processed through the SVM algorithm and bootstrap confidence intervals on HSS were formulated for the SVM and the individual 30 ensemble members (Fig. 4) .
The SVM had statistically significantly higher skill than many of the parameterizations; however, the SVM was not able to provide a statistically significant improvement of model skill over some parameterizations. In fact, for this particular event, ensemble members that included boundary layer parameterization p2 provided statistically significantly higher skill than the SVM and many of the other parameterizations, a result not consistent with the training cases that likely led to the degradation of SVM skill. These results demonstrate that further ensemble events are needed and that some warm-season rainfall events are physically distinct, justifying the formulation of numerous SVMs for different physical patterns.
As a final estimate of SVMs performance against other methods, the four training cases were used to train a logistic regression model (LogR in Fig. 4 ) and a random forest. The bootstrap confidence intervals on the random forests yielded no skill (the random forest predicted all 1s), and the logistic regression approach yielded no statistically significant improvement over the SVM approach. These results support the conclusion that the model cannot simulate the randomness of summertime convective precipitation. Table 3 .
Stepwise HSS statistics for the remaining 9 parameterizations. Removal of additional parameterizations not listed here led to net zero HSS on the training set. 
Summary and Conclusions
The challenges of forecasting warm-season rainfall in the Southeastern United States are primarily driven by the convective nature of the physical processes initiating these events. This convective nature leads to significant randomness in the occurrence of rainfall that numerical weather prediction models have little skill in forecasting. To address this issue, a SVM trained on numerous numerical weather prediction ensemble members was formulated to attempt to summarize the results of these members into a single, higher-skilled product. However, despite backwards selection of ensemble members and optimal tuning of the SVM algorithm, for the five events tested, no statistically significantly higher skill was obtained using the SVM. Future work will include additional ensemble members, which are computationally expensive to formulate but necessary to obtain a better trained SVM algorithm. Ideally, a regional or pointwise SVM procedure on numerous ensemble event simulations will be possible, removing any artifacts associated with regionalization of the convective processes in the ensemble members. Additionally, patterns in the HSS fields reveal that some parameterizations demonstrated low skill for some warm-season rainfall event types while other types had statistically significantly higher skill. This discrepancy suggests the need for multiple SVMs for different warm-season rainfall patterns which will be completed in future work.
